Skys End

Dont miss Skys End, book one in the
electrifying USA TODAY Recommended
series!
A secret she must never
share. A secret that two warring species are
determined to control. A universes future at
stake. Twenty-year-old Cassiel Winters
joins Earths new space academy in hopes
of finding her brother, one of Commands
top pilots and her only family, whos been
reported MIA. But she quickly realizes she
may not be cut out for life in space, where
female
cadets
are
outnumbered,
competitions fierce, and shes already failed
her hand-to-hand combat test once. Even
the stations most respected officer, Lt.
Damian King, probably cant help Cassiel
pass the second time around-so why is he
so interested in her progress? If only one of
her freaky deja vu visions would offer an
answer instead of mysterious messages like
hide. When Cassiels manipulated into a
perilous mission, she encounters a warrior
species bred to protect the universe from an
even greater threat. And she learns that her
secret visions are at the heart of it all. Now
Cassiel must fight to control her own
destiny and race to save her brother-even if
it means pretending to be the pawn of
Prime Oric, the cold-as-steel Thelleon
leader. Even if it means risking her life,
facing hard truths, and making the ultimate
sacrifice.
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